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this work is a part of a joint research project between the vernadsky institute, 
Moscow, russia, Brown uni-versity, providence, ri, uSa, Nanjing university, 
Nanjing, china and china university of Geosciences, wuhan, china. we 
compared and assessed the results of measurements and observations by 
the lunokhod � and yutu rovers, both of which explored the northwestern 
part of Mare imbrium [�-7,�2] (figure �). Both sites are within the distinctive 
Eratosthenian-aged lava flow geologic unit and our comparisons showed that 
the geologies of these exploration sites are very similar.

as in the majority of other areas of the Moon, the dominant landforms in these 
sites are small impact craters, having various degrees of morphologic promi-
nence and states of preservation, and rock fragments, mostly asso-ciated with 
the rims and interiors of fresh craters (figures 2 and 3). the shape and the 
degree of preservation of the observed rock fragments in these two sites are 
similar.

Fig. 3. a) Moderately rocky surface in the wSw part of the rim of the relatively large (d = 
470 m) crater Borya. in the upper part of the image the opposite internal slope of this cra-
ter is seen. the lunokhod track width is 20 cm. b) rocky surface on the western internal 
slope of crater Borya. parts of panoramas l�_d07_S04_p08 and l�_d06_S02_p03.

Fig. 1. area of work of lunokhod-� and yutu 
rover at the Nw part of Mare imbrium. image 
source: http:// www.visit-the-moon.com/ 
sinus-iridumr�3-04-05-07.

Fig. 2.typical landscape at the lunokhod-
� work area. Small craters and rock frag-
ments are dominating features. portion of 
lunokhod-� panorama l�_d09_S05_p�0.
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in both sites sporadic rock fragments were observed whose morphologies sug-
gest that their source rocks had columnar jointing (figure 4). localization of 
these specific rocks on the rims of 450-470 m in diameter craters implies that 
the source rocks are at depths of 40-50 m.

Fig. 4. fragments of rocks whose morphology suggests a columnar jointing. portions of 
lunokhod-� panora-ma l�_d05_S0�_p0� and yutu image id: ce3_BMyK_pcaMl-c- 
0�5_Sci_N_20�40��3�9�5�4_ 20�40��3�9�5�4_0008_a.

regolith in the study areas is typically a few meters thick, but locally can be 
much thicker. the ground pene-trating radar of the yutu rover revealed the mul-
tilayer regolith structure [�0,��, �3,�4], which is determined by superposition of 
crater ejecta. with some local variations, this type of the regolith stratigraphy 
should be typical of the majority of lunar mare sites. the physico-mechanical 
properties of the regolith in these two sites appear to be rather similar and 
close to values measured by prop instrument along the lunokhod-� route 
[9]: the bearing capacity ranges from 0.04 to �.44 kg/cm2, with a modal value 
~0.45 kg/cm2, and the shear strength ranges from 0.02 to 0.� kg/cm2, with a 
modal value ~0.05 kg/cm2. Both these parameters decrease by a factor of 3 to 
4 with an increase of surface slope from ~2 to �2o. the chemical composition 
of surface materials determined by the rover instruments at these two sites 
differ from those derived from the remote sensing data for the eratosthenian-
aged basalts on which the two sites are located. this could be partly due to low 
measurement accuracies, espe-cially in the case of lunokhod �, but may also 
represent real variations in the composition of the surface materi-als compared 
to returned lunar samples.
recommendations for future lunar rover missions are: �) to use ground pen-
etrating radar and a robotic arm, and 2) to employ radial study tactics for impact 
crater documentation and analysis.
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